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ClIAPrER I
MARTIN LUTHER KING ' S SELMA TO MONTGOMERY MARCH OF 1965
AS REFLECTED IN SELECTED NATIONAL MEDIA
INTRODUCTION
\

The significance of this study lies in the examination of the effect of the media upon the public image of
an historical event .

Such a test was projected from the

standpoint of the full range of media , viz ., newspapers ,
magazines, radio , and television.

This investigation will

demonstrate that the media is furnishing for the future
historical documents, and that this kind of documentation
has to be understood in all of its dimensions , i . e . , idealogy , frame of reference , clientele , climate of opinion ,
etc ., if the historian is to make the best use of the information provided .
The test incident is the Selma March of 1965 led by
Dr . Martin Luther King, Jr .

This study will reveal the

flavor and nature of the media documentation of this
event which occurr ed March 21 through 25 , 1965 .

The span

of the media will give the writer the opportunity to compare image- making techniques and assess the probable impact
upon future understanding of the event .
Statement of the problem.

What is the effect of the

nature of the media upon their validity as sources of historical documentation?
Some scholars have a feeling of skeptic i sm toward the
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validity of the media for purposes of historical documentation .

Professor Hockett states that the historian

who uses newspapers as sources must take pains to check
all statements with care .

Newspapers include matter of

many different kinds , and the critic ' s attitude must vary
according to the nature of the item .

Weekly and monthly

news journals , he believed , are mor e trustworthy than the
d ai·1·ies. 1

One must be aware of the massive information explosion that bursts with dismaying regularity from the wire
services and newspapers, rad io and television , the weekly
news , and the journals of intellectual comment and criticism .

People seldom want to read or hear that which does

not please them; they seldom want others to read or hear
that which contradicts or is contrary to that revelation
which depicts unfavorable pictures of their groups . Groups
might react negatively to derogatory press reports , and so
inform the press .

The press is , therefore , caught between

its desire to please and extend its audience and its desire to give a pictur e of events and people as they really
are .
Professor Winks contends that newspapers are not only
the products of fallible men ; they are the products offallible men under pressure and they are owned , on occasion ,
by men who would use them for their , or even their adver1
Homer Carey Rocket , ·The Critical Method in Historical ·Research and Writ i ng,'""'New York : The Macmillan Co .,
1963 , p . 33 . -

- 3tisers ' purposes .

The historian knows just how falli-

ble his daily paper may be , although there are many who
seem to feel that they cannot be certain whether it is
raining or snowing until the New York Times has told them
so , and so he is doubtly conscious of the errors of fact ,
as well as of the distortions of opinions and the misquotations of authority , that lie in wait for the unwary researcher in nineteenth century sheets in an age when
journalism was yellow , as they say , as well as red , white ,
and blue .
Too , it is suggested to students that they not treat
any story as true until they have seen it reported in
roughly the same factual form by more than one wire service , in more than one newspaper , and in the latest edition of t hat newspaper .

It is also suggested that they

read the "Letter to the Editor" column for several days
after each event in order to pick up corrections suggested by participants .

Most important , is the suggestion

that they study the newspaper for general credibility before they attempt to use it as a source .

The Christian

Science Monitor is a remarkably assuring paper with great
accuracy on national events , and often on international
matters as well- its reporter was the first in Indonesia
to write of Sukarno ' s decline- -but one might not wish
to trust its report on fluoridati oh anymore than one
would want to rely solely on the Wall Street Journal , also
a highly reliable paper , when facts are needed, or when
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reading of the Dixon Yates affair . 2
In his comment of the validity of newspapers, Professor Johnson asserted that the mere enumeration of the
contents of a typical daily demonstrates the futility of
passing judgment on the newspaper as a source of historical information .

To discuss "the authenticity of the

newspaper" what a paper prints as news is no more trustworthy than the source from which it comes .

A daily issue

is the product of many kinds of minds and pens .

And a

wholesome scepticism must possess the mind of everyone
who would use newspapers as a national historical source.
Dismissing the possibility of giving a blanket endorsement
to any newspaper, the historian must weigh every news item
for what it is worth.
Many important features of the newspaper are often
supplied from official sources and are therefore, free
from any suspicion of fraud though now of occasional
error .

Weather reports , shipping news, calendar of

courts , proclamations, and election notices are typical
examples of matter which may be accepted at its face
value .

Almost equally authoritative and trustworthy are

foreign exchange statements .

Accuracy in such items , it

is assumed , is so vital to the sponsors that the liability
of error is very slight . 3
2
Robin Wink , The Ristorian as Detective Essays on
Evidence, Boston: 7larper and Ro~ 1968 , p . 193 .
3 Allen Johnson , The Historian and Historical
Evidence, New York: Charles Scribner ' s Sons , 1926, pp . 96-

9? .

- 5Professor Nevins , another scholar in the field of history , has also observes the validity of newspapers.

He

advises that the newspaper, as a form of evidence , merits
consideration immediately after the official document .
If they are not their actual equal , he believes that the
newspapers are second in importance to the official sources
to the students of modern history .

Professor Nevins also

tells the public that parts of the modern newspapers have
a quasi- official character .

He explained , however, that it

is obvious that the extraordinary expansion of press activities has made the historical value of the newspaper a
complex and somewhat baffling subject , on which easy generalizations are impossible .

The accuracy of newspapers

varies greatly from city to city .

A

newspaper may utter-

ly change its character within a few years , sometimes over
night .
According to Nevins, however , one generalization may
be ventured .

Journalism has reached its highest development

in English speaking lands , and the evidential value of
the average newspaper in English is distinctly higher
than in most other languages .

Many journals in Conti-

nental Europe and Hispanic- America must be used with extreme caution .

The press of France, as we know from the

pages of Balzac , from the Panama and Dreyfus scandals,
and from more recent revelations , has in great part been
shamelessly venal .

He explains that since all newspapers

are produced by men working under extreme pressure of time ,
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a small percentage of outright inaccuracy is inevitable .
Reporters and correspondents gather facts in a hurry and
write with eyes on the clock ; copyreaders revise this
material hurriedly .

Headlines writers fit in hurried

captions and the proofroom corrects it hurriedly .

On

such

newspapers as the London Times , Manchester Guardian , and
The New York Times, gross inaccuracies are infrequent .
Substantial errors are punishable by discharge ; they are
publi cl y cor rected .

Inadequacy of news is much more com-

mon , and sometimes amounts to inaccuracy .

All newspaper-

men , from editor s to reporters , feel a despairing sense
that they write f rom a half- knowledge of affairs .

With

their limited time and sources of information they simply
cannot gain a full knowledge , nor will any careful student
forget that bias enters the news column of even the best
journals .

Such journals sometimes go to extreme lengths

to prevent any coloring of the news .
Nevins pointed out that during the first three quarters
of the nineteenth century the bias in American newspapers
was primarily political , and could easily be detected .

Any

reader could see that the news favored Whigs , Democrats ,
or Republicans , and also favored certain sectional interest allied with parties .

But as the nation became an in-

dustrial giant the newspaper bias grew more and more largely e conomi c .
dangerous .
~

As such , it was better concealed and more
A melange of bias and outright dishonesty in

the management of foreign intelligence in particular has

- 7affected the entire press of the United States- not to
speak of other countries .
Many files may also mislead uncritical readers by
habitual and natural magnification of the news .

Reporte~s

usually desire to give their accounts on an air of importance , and to do this , resort to various formulas , the
principal being the substitution of general for particular
statements .

Thus, any intensive use of the files of a

given newspaper for historical purposes should be preceded
or accompanied by an effort to determine its tone, and
how much that counts in its treatment of events; the degree
to which its editors permit coloration of the news; its
cannons of accuracy; and its special sources of information .

Important staff members should , as far as possible,
be identified . 4
Professor Hartman recognizes that magazines are no
longer merely a source of leisure reading , but play a

major role in shaping world public opinion .

They occupy

a unique place in the printed word , midway between books
and newspapers .

Timely, yet free from the need of meeting

a daily deadline , they have a wide choice of subject matter , the opportunity of presenting many points of view
either within a single article or in separate articles ,
and enough time between dates of publication to allow a
certain degree of perspective .

The author continued by

4
Allen Nevins, The ·Gateway to History, Chicago :
Quandrangle Books , 1963 , pp . 200- 209 .
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stating that the presentation of information might contribute to the people forming opinions on a variety of
topics, while lack of information severely limits their
ability to form an interesting opinion of any kind .

When

an opinion of importance cannot be formed , there is an obvious danger to the working of democracy .

Just what the

danger level is, probably cannot be closely determined . 5
Another historian , according to Professor Wood , who
has done research in this field, has found that the national magazine , prepared weeks ahead of issue date , need not
compress , limit , or oversimplify in the presentation of a
subject .

There is time to deliberate and prepare a full

and thoughtful article .

The American public spends an

appreciable part of its time reading magazines that have
been skillfully edited and made physically attractive to
catch and hold its undivided attention .

The magazine is

usually retained for further reading by other members of
the purchaser ' s household long after the newspaper has
been discarded .

Reliance is placed on both the editorial

and the advertising contents of the magazine in proportion
to the repute which the magazine has established and maintains .

Perhaps the best proof of the ordinary and conti-

nued impact of a strong magazine on its readers is the
letters to the editor and similar indications of attentive
reading that follow on the appearance of each issue .

Here

5E . P . Hartman , "Magazines : Moulders of Opinion , 11
Wilson Library Bulletin , Vol . 21 , No . 8 , (April , 19~7) ,

P . 600 .

- 9it must be remembered that only a small fraction of those
who feel tempted to write the editor do write , and that
only a small fraction of those moved to strong agreement
or disagreement with some statement in an article even
consider placing their comments on paper .
Professor Wood also states that the magazine pours its
stream of facts and ideas into the great well of information
and suggestion
to which other sources
, radio , newspaper ,
.
.
speeches , books also contribute . He also states that magazine penetvation is deep and magazine pressure on the American public's mind is continuous and unrelenting .

These

readers , he believes , are directly subject to magazine influence for most individuals find it difficult to isolate
the original bases of their opinions , taste, prejudices ,
and beliefs .

These bases stem from conversations , from odds

and ends remembered of their formal education , from simple
imitativeness .

More often than they realize, t heir concept-

i on s , sometimes their misconceptions , had their ultimate
origin in a magazine .
The author observes that the reputation , hence the
acceptance and circulation, of a magazine can be seriously
damaged by a mistaken article, or an article which is merely sensational , can do almost irreparable damage to a magazine ' s standing .

The magazines , as business enterprises ,

are directed at people with money to buy the products which
they advertise .

These people are apt to be those with
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enough taste and education to discriminate between reputable and di sreputable editorial content , as well as between
superior and inferi or merchandise .

The demand of their

audience operates to keep magazine editorial content at
a certain level of intelligence and public usefullness .
The magazines are comparatively free of special pleading
if only for the reason that special pleading will inevitably offend groups of readers whom the magazines wish to
retain , readers whom they must retain , if they are to keep
their circulation at the figures guaranteed to advertisers .
The weakness here is that , for some reason , magazines of
wide circulation must be circumspect in their treatment
of some controversial issues .

The distinctness of in-

dividual magazines helps to prevent their publishing some
of the kinds of material , running from the vicious to the
use-less , which are printed or aired today .
Wood concludes that the character of a given magazine limits its audience , thus , to some extent , the spread
of its influence , its educational force , its persuasion to
belief , and possibly to individual or social action.

A

reader on the basis of his experience with the periodical ,
knows that he will find certain writers ; at least writers
of certain recognizable types , in one magazine ; and that
the magazine will consistently display attitudes which
he approves or disapproves .

He may read or avoid a parti-

cular magazine for this reason .

He can , if he wishes,

read one magazine as an antidote to another . The diversity
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of magazines enables him to strike a balance between facts
as stated and opinions as offered in one magazine , and
treatment of the same subject in another magazine .

Des-

pite its partisanships , and most of the stronger magazines
are partisan politically and socially, one periodical will
often present authorities and arguments on several sides of
controversial issues .

Usually a writer has the desire ,

and sometimes the skill, to sway his readers to his views ,
but acceptance of what any writer says in any magazine , as in
in any newspaper , or any book , must depend finally on the
education and critical intelligence of the readers .

Honest

and careful magazine editing can screen out obvious inaccuracies and distortions , but the last and final editing the
reader must do for himself . 6
Another media which might influence public opinion is
the radio .

Wilbur Schramn has found that the effective-

ness of communication as an influence upon public opinion
varies with the nature of the communication .

The more per-

sonal the media , the more effective it is in converting
opinions .

He believes that the greater effectiveness of

radio over newspapers derives , to ·some extent , from its
greater "personalism . 11

The radio speaks

11

to you more than

the newspaper does ; it more closely approximates a personal conversation and can thus be more persuasive ."

The

listener can "get a feel" of the speaker ' s personality ,
6

James Playsted Wood, Magazines in the United States ,
New York : The Ronald Press Company, 1949~. 242 .

- 12and this is often more effective a factor making for conversation , or conversion of opinion than the content of the
argument itself.

The effectiveness of the media as an in-

fluence upon public opinion varies with the nature of the
people .

The less informed people are on an issue , the more

susceptible they are to opinion conversion through the influence of the communication media .

This means that the

less informed are more mercurial in their opinion; the base
of data upon which stable opinion is more securely founded
is simply absent for them , and the media can more readily
move them in different directions . 7
Some writers recognize that television also influences
public opinion .

Marshall McLuhan contends that the adaption

of television to processes, rather than to the neatly packaged products , explains the frustration many people experience with this medium in its political uses .

An article

by Edith Efron in the T. V. Guide (May 18- 24, 1963) labeled
television "The Timid Giant," because it is unsuited to
hot issues and sharply defined controversial topics:

11

De-

spite official freedom from censorship, a self- imposed
silence renders network documentaries almost mute on many
great issues of the day . " As a cool medium television has,
some feel , introduced in a kind of rigor mortis into the
body politics .

It is the extraordinary degree of audience

participation in the television medium that explains its
7 Wilbur Schram, The Process and Effects of Mass
Communication, Chicago :University of IllinoisPress ,
1961 , pp . 346- 350

- 13failure to tackle hot issues .
Howard K. Smith observed :
The networks are delighted , if you go into a controversy in a country 14 , 000 miles away . They don ' t
want real c ontroversy, real dissent , at home .
For people conditioned to the hot newspaper medium ,
which is concerned with the clash of views , rather than
involvement in depth in a situation , the television behavior is inexplicable .
McLuhan stresses that the television image is of low
intensity or definition , and therefore , unlike film , it
does not afford detailed information about objects.

The

difference is aki n to that between the old manuscripts
and the printed word .

Print gives intensity and uniform

precision , where there had been a diffuse texture .

Print

brought in the taste for exact measurement and respectability that we now associate with s ci ence and mathematics .
The banal and ritual remark of the conventionally
literate , that television presents an experience for passive viewers , is off the mark .

Television i~ above all, a

medium that demands a creatively participant response .
Perhaps it was the Kennedy funeral that most strongly impressed the audience with the power of television to invest an occasion with the character of cooperate participation .

No national event except in sports has ever had

such coverage or such an audience .

It revealed the unriv-

aled power of television to achieve the involvement of the

- 14audience in a complex process .

8

Professor Hohenberg, a respected historian , reveals
his f indi ngs on the medias , radio and television .

Radio

and television news , supplemented by filmed reports when
available , a ccording to that historian , can neither explain nor interpret for more than a minute or two at a
time on.a scheduled program .
Thus , news coverage in depth is seldom possible during one of the regularly scheduled network programs of news .
For this , there is no substitute toda~ except a good newspaper censor shi p of world and even national news in some
parts of the nation ; the serious- minded citizen who wants
to keep informed has no alternative but to wait for the
magazines , a responsible Sunday newspaper , or specialized
publicat i ons and this in a nation that so often boasts it
is the best-infor med in the world . 9
Professor Klapper , an outstanding historian , found
that the broadcasti ng media , i . e ., radio and television ,
and particularly television , are able to provide their
audience with a sense of participation , personal access ,
and "reality " which approximates face to face contact .
In addition , the t wo media reach virtually the entire
population , i nc ludi ng certain groups such as the very old ,
the very young , and the less educated , who are not so
8

Marshall McLuhan ; Understanding·Media , New York :
McGraw- Hill Book , Inc ., 1964 , pp . 399 , 317 , and 321 .
9 John Hohenberg , The News Media : A Journalist Look at

Bis Profession , New York : Holt , Rinehar t , and Winston, Inc .,

I°9b8 , pp . 72- 73 -

- 15easily accessible , or suggestable .

Radio is believed

by some writers to allow greater "structuring" or creative participation than does the concrete imagery of television .

It is perhaps , the most easily used media , but it

is also the casually attended and seems now to serve more
typically as a source of backgrouhd entertainment than as
a target of concentrated attention .
The visual media, i . e ., television and film , are widely believed to be uniquely effective simply because they
are visual .

Both media have been observed to command more

complete attention from their audience than do the other
media and to be at times completely preoccupying , especially for children .

Related studies published in 1963 re-

vealed that most children and many adults tend to accept
unquestioningly all presumably factu al information in films,
and to retain such information peculiarly well . lo
Nicholas Johnson , Federal Communication Commission
Commissioner and author , finds that television is more than
just another great public resource ruined by private greed
and public inattention.

It is the greatest communication

mechanism ever designed and operated by information , opinion , moral value , and esthetic taste .
tral influence .

It cannot be a neu-

Every minute of television programming--

c ommercials , entertainment , news- teaches us something .
10
Joseph T . Klapper , The Effects of Mass Communication, New York : The Free Press , 1963 , pp-:-Til - 112 .

- 16Johnson further states that from a poll that was
taken , most Americans believe that television constitutes
their principal source of information .

Many of our senior

citizens are tied to their television sets for intellectual stimulation .

Children now spend more t i me learning

from television than from church and school combined .

By

the time they enter first grade they will have received
more hours of instru ction from television networks than
they will later receive from college professors while
earning a bachelor ' s degree .

Whether they like it or not,

the tel evision networks are playing the role of teacher ,
preacher , parent , public official , doctor , psychiatrist ,
family counselor , and friend for tens of millions of
Americans each day of their lives .

Johnson also noted

that television programming c an be creative , educational ,
uplifting , and refreshing without being tedious , but the
current television product that drains away lifetimes of
leisure energy is none of t hese.
waterlogged .

It leaves its addicts

Only rarely does it contribute anything mean-

ingful to their lives .

No wonder so many Americans express

to the public a deepened hostility toward television . Too
many realize , perhaps , unconsciously , but certainly with
utter disgust , that television is itself a drug , constantly offering the allure of a satisfying fulfillment
for otherwise empty and mesn ingr ess lives that it seldom ,
if ever , delivers . 11
llNicholas Johnson , ''What Do We Do About Television?"
Saturday Rev iew , Vo~ . LIII , No-.-28 , TTuly 11 , 1970), p . 14.

- 17SCOPE :

The scope of the study is the Selma to Mont-

gomery March that took place March 21 through 26, 1965 .
Four white and two Negro national newspapers were used in
the study .

Three white weekly news- magazines and one

monthly Negro magazine were used in the study .
METHOD AND SOURCES:

This study began with an attempt

to study all phases of the media .

The writer was success-

ful in obtaining information from all sources except radio
and television .

The topical method was used and sources

were periodicals and newspapers .

The material in this

paper is concerned with the evaluation and editorial opinion of the march .

The media was characterized in terms of

its ideology , frame of reference , clientele , and climate
of opinion.

This characterization was applied to the edi-

torial comment on the march .

DEFINITION OF TER~.t.S :
Anonymity. absence or lack of identification, individuality, or personality .
Antidote - something that relieves, prevents , or
counteracts .
Brassy - piercingly loud .
Bureaus - a specialized administrative unit .
Circumspect - marked by caution and earnest attention
to all significant circumstances and possible consequences
of action .
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Correspondents - one employed by a newspaper or
broadcasting company to contribute regular news reports
or interpretations from a location distant from the home
office .
Didactic - systematic instruction
Distrotions - to twist out of the true meaning
Fragmentary - incomplete , partial .
Hypothetical - a proposition or implication
Jargon - confused unintelligible language
Linage - written matter estimated in terms of the
number of lines it would occupy in print
Martin Luther King - Negro civil rights leader who
was the originator of the Selma march
Media - delivery of identical messages through
mechanisms of high speed reproduction and distribution
to relatively large and undifferentiated numbers of
people .
Melange - a mixture of heterogeneous and often
incongruout elements .
Montgomery - county seat of Montgomery , capitol of the
state of Alabama .
Narrative - having the form of a story
National - belonging to the whole nation; general
public .

- 19Ostentatious - vain and unnecessary show for the
purpose of attracting attention .
Parodists - a writer of litery parody .
Prospectus - a booklet or leaflet describing a
forthcoming publication .
Reflected - coming indirectly or from a source other
than oneself or itself .
Repute - opinion , estimation , judgment .
Selected - of a higher grade or quality than the
ordinary .
Selma - County seat of Dallas County , Alabama .
Succinct - marked by brief and compact expression .
HYParHESIS :

It is the belief of this writer that

there is present in all forms of media some type of discrepancy in the news they present and thus are suspect
for purposes of historical documentation .
due to a number of r eas ons.

This could be

The media could be effec4ed

by the bias of the ownership ; by the nature of the clientele ; by the climate of opinion at the time of incident ;
by the limitations on time in which the evaluation of the
incident must be made ; by the interpretation of the media
of its public responsibility by the image of the makers
of the incident in the public mind .

Th erefore , it is

assumed:that, the media can be used as a source of historical documentation , but they must be subject to the tests

- 20applicable to statements of other kinds, with rather more
than the usual amount of suspicion .

CHAP.PER II

MEDIA CRITIQUE
Before the Selma march can be evaluated in terms of
the media which will transmit it to history , a close look •
at the character and the quality of the media is necessary
if their statements on the "march" are to be critically understood .
The first of the newspaper media to be evaluated will
be The Christian Science Monitor .

It was the intention of

the Trustees of the Christian Science Monitor Publishing
Society to publish a strictly up- to- date newspaper , in which
all the news of the day that should be printed would find a
place , and whose service would not be restricted to any one
locality or section , but would cover the daily activities
of the entire world .
The founders of the Monitor agreed to publish the real
news of the world in a clean , wholesome manner .

They also

agreed there would be no exploitation or illustration of
vice and crime; but the aim of the editors would be to issue a paper which would be welcome in every home where
i ty11 and "refinement" were cherished ideals .

11

pur-

It was intended

that the Monitor would contain, in addition to the usual news
features of the best city papers , such special departments
as would make it a home paper of the highest grade.

It was

suppose to appeal to good men and women everywhere who were
interested in the betterment of all human conditions and the
moral and spiritual advancement of the race . From the "news"

- 22standpoint the Monitor was of far wider scope than a merely
local daily would cover , and it would be read with interest
from Maine to California and from Canada to Mexico .

Even

friends across the sea were suppose to find the ~Ionitor interesting from this standpoint .
The Monitor is widely circulated .

No other daily news-

paper goes so far afield : to no less than 120 different nations or special geographi cal areas .

The Monitor exceeds

the circulation of any other national circulated newspaper
in two- thirds of the United States .

No other daily news-

paper reaches so many of its readers by mail- fully 90 per
cent of its total circulation.

No other daily newspaper
reaches so many of them after the day of publication. 11
In addition , it has been discovered that the Monitor
is a tightly organized and well- written journal , stressing
the significant , the serious, and the lasting aspects of
the world ' s news and issues .

The paper was suppose to be

so well- edited it would appeal to the literate, concerned,
and moral citizen .
The Christian Science Monitor does a good job of producing quality journalism .

Every recent poll or survey has

shown The Monitor very high in the ratings , both among Americans and foreign papers , and the paper has won literally
hundreds of awards in many fields.

Since its founding , it

11
Erwin D. Canham . Commitment to Freedom: The Story
of the Christian Science ~onitor, Boston : Houghton- MifflinCompany , 1958 , p . 39 .

- 23has never missed a day of publication .

Its circulation

today is right at 200 , 000 and its five daily editions go to
readers in more than 120 nations . (The paper is mainly aimed
at serious students of public affairs and those seeking background on major issues in the world) .
The Monitor , in many ways , is more like a quality
European newspaper than an AmArican one; it evidences the
typical European careful selection in the editing process ,
as the ability to give its articles a sense of per~anent
value .
The Monitor is well known for the quality of its writings .

It has now , and always has had , many outstanding

writers on its staff .

And among its editors are some of

the most highly respected journalists in the United States
A~
•
o f .11J.uer1ca
. 12
It not only reports the news , but it puts t h e ~ in
perspective and analyzes it in relatively few pages of wellchosen articles and pictures so that the reader is not lost
in a thicket of unrelated items .
The Christian Science }1onitor is one of the most widely quoted newspapers in the United States .

Some 4 , 200 news-

paper editors across the country read the Monitor, and it
is used extensively , or rather frequently , in classrooms,
and in libraries , especially in junior and many senior
12
John C. Merrill , The Elite Press : Great Newspapers
of the World , (Pittman Publishing Corporation , New York:
1968 , pp . 111- 113 .

high schools .

It is in the l ibraries of more than 5,000

educational institutions , and more than 20 , 000 copies go
daily to educators in the United States .
Another great national paper is the St . Louis Post- •
Dispatch .

This paper seeks solutions through negotiations

of international (and national) disputes which threatened the
people ; it shares the concern of those everywhere whose
liberty and equality are denied .

The paper supports as-

pirations for better housing , education , and medical assistance .

It is sympathetic with the objectives of trade

unionism .

It is a paper "conservative in its jealous pro-

tection of constitutional liberties derivin~ from the Bill
of Rights . 11

The Post- Dispatch is also conc er ned with the

causes of minority groups , supporting demonstrations and
methods of exploiting and publicizing social ills in the
society .

The paper was also deeply dedicated to human

dignity and liber ty .

In typical liberal fashion it was

very much in favor of the United Nations , peace movements ,
student demonstrations for freedom , and investigations of
police excesses .
Since the beginning of American intervention in Vietnam , the Post- Dispatch has consistently criticized United
States action .

The Post- Dispatch through the years has

built up a reputati on for excellent foreign coverage .

The

Post-Dispat ch today has a daily circulation of some 360 ,
000 and a Sunday circulation of the Post- Dispatch is good .
The news pages of the paper are not what gives the paper

- 25its special appeal or high esteem .

What really distinguish-

es the Post- Dispatch is its articles of interpretation , background , and perspective , as well as its vigorous , wellwritten editorials .
The first page of the editorial section of the paper
has far many years provided an example of the founder ' s request : "never be satisfied with merely printing news . " This
is especially true of the Sunday edition where the whole
page is given over to interpretive reporting and discussion
of basic issues in the news .

This page, under the direction

of the managing editor , is called the "dignity page" by the
staff .
The Post- Dis patch ' s editorial page , which follows the
"dignity page" is distinctive also .

While many American

newspapers have abandoned forceful , provocative editorials ,
the Post- Dispatch c ontinues to express frank and fervent
opinion in an urbane and dignified style .

It is this page ,

probably more than any other , that has given the PostDispatch its special place in American journalism .

It comes

to grips with disagreeable subjects and fights for causes
which may be generally unpopular .

Although its editorial

positions usually follow the normal "liberal" line in the
United States , an independent spirit marks the page and the
reader is impressed by the originality and force of the editorials , even when they express a predictable position . 13

13 John C. l'-1errill , The Elite Press : Great Newspapers

of the World, (Pittman Publishing Corporation, New York :

1958 , p .

115 .
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Our attention is now turned to another great newspaper
and that would be the New York Times .

One can always ex-

pect to find a copy of the Times in leading libraries and
governmental offices throughout the world .

It is not only

a national organ in one sense , but goes a long way- as do
most elite newspapers published in major language- toward
being an i nternational newspaper .
The New York Times , certainly the biggest in total
operations of United States papers and one of the three
largest in circulation , sits serenely in the primary spot
of American daily journalism .
nobody can ignore it .

Not everybody likes it , but

It leads all papers of the wide-

spread collection and publication of news and views .
It is best known as a

11

newspeprs of record" and , while

most commentators speak of its quantity there is no doubt
that the general quality of its j ournalism ranks with the
best of the world .

Most anything any reader might want in

a newspaper , with the exception of journalistic froth , can
be found in The Ti mes .
Politically , The Times has supported only six Republican Presidential candidates in the present century .

General-

ly its criticism of the United States involvement in Southeast As i a and the nations ' China policy indicates its swing
to~ard l iberalism .
The Times as a newspaper is a kind of composite of all
newspapers , aiming to some degree at all audiences , except
perhaps , those seeking the lurid and sensational journalism .

- 27Its thoroughness , which seems to be its chief distinction , justifiably warrants its oft- heard label "The
Paper of Record . "

Because of this thoroughness, the paper

is highly respected in the universities and colleges of
the United States .

It is found in practically every aca-

demic library and is read by more than half the college
presidents .
Besides its popularity in the academic community, The
Times is important among those interested in the arts and
intellectual affairs generally.
The influence of the New York Times on United States
national politics and its large readership in Washington
has been well - documented . 14
Still another elite newspaper which deserves discussion
at this time is The Washington Post . Eugene Meyer, California born millionaire, bought the Washington Post for .J825,000 .
He brought a new ideal to the Post , that of public service .
Once again the Post , now very popular, asserted its independ-

@noo and aimed at publishing the truth .
The newspaper ' s duty is to its readers and to the
public at large and not to the private interests of its
owners .

In the pursuit of truth , the newspaper shall be

prepared to make sacrifice , a sacrifice of its material
fortunes , if such a course oe necessary for the public
good .

The newspaper shall not be the ally of any special

14
.
Frank Luther Mott , American Journalism, New York:
The Macmillan Company , 1962 , pp . 278- 280 .
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interest , but shal l be fair and free and wholesome in its
outlook on public affairs and public men .

These were the

principles of Eugene Meyer .
When Meyer decided to relinquish control, having been
appointed president of the International Bank , he turned
the paper over , in 1946 , to his son- in- law , Philip L .
Graham .

Graham pledged in 1948 that he would follow the

course developed by his father- in- law and said:
The Post is an independent paper , standing
for progress rather than parties , for measure
rather than men . It is grounded in its local
community , wedded to the traditions of our country ,
fixed with a love of liberty , capable of indignation
over injustice , and aware of the responsibility
of America as a world leader . The Post Sunday
paper grew as voluminous as the New York Times,
many departments appealing to special interests . 15
A

close look at the character and quality of maga-

zines will be given at this stage .

Time was founded with

the idea of showing "what the news means ."

It would deal

"briefly with every happening of importance "as news"
rather than as comment . "

But , while giving both sides , it

would "clearly indicate which side it believes to have the
stronger position."

It would not run editorials , would

nut publish articles to prove any special case .
The magazine was not founded to promulgate prejudices ,
liberal or conservative .

The magazine is one of news , not

argument , and verges on the controversial only where it is
15
Sidney Kobre , Develoiment of American Journalism,
Dubuque , Iowa : William C. rown Company, Publishers ,
1969 , pp . 630- 131 .

- 29necessary to point out what the news mean .

As Time grew

older , it developed certain practices that other news
magazines copied .

In the mid- twenties, it began to present

all of its news in narrative form , a complete break with
the traditional news- writing practices of daily newspapers .
It evolved a research and checking system under which researchers supplied every writer with pertinent details and
word by word verified the statements in the writers' story .
In the thirties Ti~~ began buildin~ up its private newsgatherin~ organization and built up its own network of bureaus and correspondents .

In 1955 , its private news- gather-

ing organization was below only the Associated Press and
United Press in size . 16
Time is prepared for and directed to a hypothetical
man who is assumed to have no other source of information
on current events .

Time ' s purpose is to provide him with

all the important news of the week , background enough to
make the news intelligible , and enough comment to direct
his opinion .

Its intent is to enlighten those involved

by presenting information as a complete process .

Each

issue is prepared much as a newspaper is prepared and sent
to press .

Eve r ything in each issue is checked and approved

by one man on Times staff , its managing editor .

When Henry

Luce was Time ' s editor- in- chief , its directing force , the
the magazine not only reflected the belief that the world
16

James Playsted Wood , Magazines in the United States ,
New York : The Ronald Press Company, 1949 , pp . 187- 188 .

- 30needed information , but also presented the news acc ording
to definite Luce concepts : facts were aligned , joined , related , explained , and built toward an opinion ready- made
for the peruser of Time . 1 7
Time , whose solgan was "curt , clear , complete," met
certain needs of the public .

The newsmagazine developed

a distinct style which became known as the Time style .
In national affairs , Luce followed the Republican banner . 18
Another well edited magazines is Newsweek , which was
founded later than Time .

However , it is smoother than

and similar to Time in its editorial coverage , but differs
fundamentally in journalistic practice .

Instead of anonym-

ity enforced by the Time concept of group journalism , it
emphasizes signed opinions in departments c onducted by specialists , in addition to its unsigned news volume and brief
paragraphs .

11

The Perescope ," a page of forecast and pro-

phecy , and "Washington Treds;' tersely informative statements of significant movements in the nation ' s capital ,
precede the editorial body of the weekly_,

Like Time ,

Newsweek is divided into a score of categories running
from Ants , Books , Business , Education , and Foreign Affairs to Theater , Tr ansition, and United Nations .

17Theodore Peterson , Magazines in The Twentieth

Centur y , Chicago , Illinois : The University of Illinois
Press , 1956 , pp . 298- 301 .
18
s i· d ney Kb
ore , op . cit ., p . 722 .

- 31Like Time , Newsweek established a crew of researchers
who aided writers in obtaining information for their many
stories .

The magazine also set up its own news- gathering

system of correspondents and bureaus to supplement the
news coverage supplied it by the United States government
and the United Press . 19
In probing further on Newsweek , it was found that it
came about ten years after Time was launched .
entered the market to compete with Time .

Newsweek

Newsweek, some

readers felt , depended less on stylistic methods and more
on substantial, factual news .

Although Newsweek did not

achieve as great a circulation as the Luce publication,
it did manage to win a substantial audience . 20
In addition to what already has been said about Newsweek , Malcomb Muir , in October , 1937 , for ten years president
of the McGraw- Hill Publishing Company , reorganized Newsweek
with Astier and Harriman family funds .

Newsweek interpre-

tation was put under a heading of "Significance , " a section that followed the important news reports and attempted
to explain them in terms of their likely effects . 21

19Theodore Peterson , op . cit ., p . 303 .
20
Sidney Kb
ore , op . ci· t ., pp . 630- 631 .
21

Hiller Krieghbaum , Facts in Perspective , Englewood
~~§:fs , New Jersey : Prentice- Hall , Inc ., 1956 , pp . 434-

- 32Another national magazine used in this study was U. S.
News- World Report .

This magazine was founded in Washing-

ton as The United States News the same year that Newsweek
first appeared in New York .

It confined itself largely to

national affairs until it combined in 1947 with World Report , which was started the year before, and be~an publication as U. S . News Report . It still stresses affairs of
national interest , though it has widened the scope of its
news coverage .

Feature erticles on economic and political

subjects , succinct reporting of business trends make it
distinct from either Time or Newsweek , both in its emphasis on economic subjects and in its featuring of forecast.

David Lawrence established the United States News

in Washington, D.

c.

His magazine reported , analyzed, and

forecasted national news and its editorial scope was narrower than that of Time and Newsweek , which it trailed in
circulation .

In May, 1946 , Lawrence began a sister publi-

cation, World Report , which was similar to United States
News in slant and format, but which restricted its coverage and analysis to international rather than national
news .

Ostensibly , because a line could no longer be drawn

between national and international news , Lawrence merged
his two publications into the United States News and World
Report in January , 1948. 22
From rea~ings by Krieghbaum, this writer was able to
find that~. News and World Report traces its ancestry
22

James Playsted Wood , loc . cit . , p . 197 .

- 33back to the United States Daily , which David Lawrence be- ·
gan in 1926 .

In 1940 , it became a magazine and gave more

space to translating government actions into reports more
meaningful for business, many students , and historians .
In 1948 , the publications were merged and became U. S . News
and World Re port . 2 3
Finally , but also of great value, is this critique
given on U. S . News and World Report .

The familiar blue and

white cover of U. S . News and World Report identifies it
each week for a million and a half readers , many of whom
buy it in preference to Time or Newsweek for its more
thorough and complete coverage of economic events .

Even

the political and social developments of the day are seen
through its business lens , and it devotes itself with single- minded attention to the economic viewpoint .
David Lawrenc e was the founder of U. S . News in 1933
and bis conservative views and news for many years were
identified with the magazine .

Its own statement of its

goals clearly indicates the orientation of U. S . News and
World Report : - "emphasis on original news reporting and
the economic and social effects ••• It is for those whose
business and personal plans and decisions are most likely to be affected . - people in business , industry, finance , government , and the professions . "
The concentration of this magazine is stressed by
its own promotion which claims more than hundreds of

23Hiller Krieghbaum ~ loc. cit . , p . 435 ,

- 34thousands , or maybe , four million of its readers do not
read Time or Newsweek .

Its interviews, in depths , with

major personalities of the establishment , coupled with
its weekly breadth of economic coverage, have endowed
U. S . News and World Report with a circulation of influence
amounting to 1 , 699 , 984 . 24
The last magazine that this writer gives a critique
on is Ebony magazine .

Two years before the President ' s

Commission on Civil Disorders singled out white racism
as a major threat to civil peace .

Ebony magazine devoted

a whole issue to it called, "White Problem in America . "
Yet , such anti- establishment articles had been rare in
Ebony, long the quiet voice of the moderate middle class
Negro .

More militant Negroes , in fact , had charged Bbony

Publisher , John H. Johnson of Chicago , Johnson Publishing Company, Incorporation , with being an editorial "Uncle
Tom . "
Today , it would be hard to make such a charge stick
while doing as well financially- last year it achieved a
circulation of one million and advertising revenues of
$7 million- Ebony has stopped pulling the editorial punch-

es and started throwing haymakers .
It is rapport with its audience that Ebony has to sell
24

James L . C. Ford , Magazine for Millions , Illinois:
Southern Illinois University Press-;-T969 , pp . 136137 .

- 35to readers and to advertisers .

Though radio remains the

shortest route to the black masses , Ebony has become , for
readers , what one successful Negro calls a household item .
For advertisers, it ' s a key path to a growing group of
eager middle- class spenders .
In essence , the approach has never really changed .
Johnson set out in 1945 to show in a Life- Like format, the
positive aspects of Negro life .

At first , this meant a

sex- conscious emphasis on glamorous theater and entertainment stars .

Today , Ebony stories cove~ not merely show

business , success , but achievements in sociology , science ,
politics , education , and business as well .
Success is no longer strictly an i ndiv idual matter .
There are stories on such subjects as Negro communiti es
that exemplify gracious living and on the evolution of a
whole army of successful insurance salesmen .

On the broad-

est level , stories deal with ethnic achievement- for example , tales of the Negro ' s little known contribution to
history .
It ' s a family magazine now , points out executive editor Hebert Nipson ; 8070 of its circulation is subscription .
For the youngster , there are stories on rock 1 n ' roll stars
and on college scholarships ; for the housewife , fashion and
food pages .
Median income of Ebony families , according to the 1967
Starch magazine report is $6 , 648 , a figure close to the
$7 , 000 benchmark cited by the U. S . Census Bureau for the
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high fifth of all Negro families .
fifth figure is $10 , 000- plus) .

(For whites , the high .

Though Ebony ' s figures are

high , they are still roughly b3,000 lower than the median
for Life readers .

Median ages of Ebony male (31 . 8)and

female (30 . 8) readers are about five years younger than
the median ages of Life readers.

Ebony ' s audience is

highly urban- 73% of its readers are in central cities and
large satellites whereas, only
are in central cities .

32 . 5% of Life ' s readers

Life , on the other hand, flourishes

in the suburbs .
Ebony is constantly doing everything in its power to
raise its demographic sights .

l"_uch of its circulation

sales effort is aimed at the upper- middle group and it uses
s ome unorthodox tools.
Though Johnson believes in dialogue between white and
black , Ebony will remain a Negro medium .
after white readers at all , " he says .
those who do read it (perhaps

"We aren ' t going

"vJe ' re happy to have

5% of subscribers) , but we

aren ' t doing anything to get more . 1125

2 5 11 u 1 ·T
·
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removes the kid gloves,"
Business Week , No . 2021 , March 23, 1968 , p . 70

CHAPI.1ER III
REACTION OF THE MEDIA TO

THE

SELMA MONTGOMERY MARCH

This chapter is designed to depict the reaction of
the media to the Selma to Montgomery march .

Here the

media will be subject to the application of its characteristics to its interpretation of the Selma- Montgomery pilgrimage .

However , before this can be done some

estimate must be briefly made of the role of Martin Luther
King in the Civil Rights movement and the public response
of the nation to the moralism of "demonstration" which
King popularized .
Much of the Civil Rights movement in the middle ' 60 ' s
is centered around and identified with the personality and
tactics of Martin Luther King .

King ' s career has been

characterized by failures that , in the larger sense , must
be accounted triumphs .

The buses in Montgomery were de-

segregated only after lengthy judicial proceedings conducted by the NAACP Legal Defense Fund secured a very
favorable decision from the U. S . Supreme Court .

Never-

theless, the events in Montgomery were a triumph for direct action , and gave this tactic a popularity unknown
when identified solely with CORE .

Kihg ' s subsequent ma-

jor campaigns- in Albany , Georgia ; in Danville , Virginia;
in Birmingham , Alabama ; and in St . Augustine , Floridaended as failures or with only token accomplishments in
those cities .

But each of them , chiefly because of his

- 38presence , dramatically focused national and international
attention on the plight of the Southern Negro , thereby ,
facilitating overall progress .

In Birmi ngham , in parti-

cular , demonstrations which fell short of their local
goals were directly responsible for a major Federal Civil
Rights Act .

Essentially , this pattern of local failure

and national victory was recently in Selma , Alabama .
King is ideologically c ommitted to disobeying unjust
laws and court orders , in the Gandhian t r adition , but
generally he follows a policy of not disobeying Federal
Court orders .

In his recent Montgomery speech , he ex-

pressed a crude , neo- marxist interpretation of history
romanticizing the Populist movement as a genuine union of
black and white common people , ascribing race prejudice
to capitalists playing white workers against black .

Yet ,

in pr a ct ice, he is amenable to compromise with the white
bourgeois political and economic establishment more important , King enunciates a superficial and eclectic philosophy and by virture of it he has profoundly awakened the
moral conscience of America .
In short , King can be described as a "Conservative"
Militant . "

In this combination of militancy with con-

servatism and caution , of righteousness with respectability , lies the secret of King ' s enormous success .
For anaappreciation of the image maker , the media was
provided by Dr . King . Meier , an historian , observed that
that it would be appropriate to congratulate the civil

-39rights movement for its good fortune in having as its symbolic leader a man like King.

The fact that he has more

prestige than power; the fact that he not only criticizes
whites , but explicitly believes in their redemption ; his
ability to arouse creative tension to the point of controlled action combined with his inclination to shrink
from carrying demonstrations to the point where major
bloodshed might result; the intellectual simplicity of
his philosophy ; his tendency to compromise and exert caution , even his seeming indecisiveness on some occasions;
the sparing use he made of going to or staying in jail
himself; his friendship with the man in the White Houseall were essential to the role he played, and invaluable
for the success of the movement .

It is well, of course,

that not all civil rights leaders are cut of the same
cloth-

that King , a mighty man , was unique among them .

Like Randolph , who fu~ctions very differently, King was
r e ally an institution .

His most important function, ac-

cording to Meier, was that of effectively communicating
Negro aspirations to white people, of making non- violent
direct action respectable in the eyes of the white majority .

In addition, he functioned within the movement by

occupying a vital center position between its "conservative" and "radical" wings , by symbolizing direct action
and attracting people to participate in it without dominating either the civil rights movement or its activist
wing .

Viewed in this context, traits that many strong
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activists criticize in King actually function not as a
source of weakness, but as the foundation of his powerful strength . 26
Statements included in that media which were investigated , reflect varied reactions toward the march .
The New York Times ' interpretation of the march reveals
bias of ownership.

It was observed:

"If Americans of all viewpoints respond
to the President ' s plea to honor all that
America stands for by their ' respect and obedience to law itself,' then, out of the test of
coming days , the nation surely will emerge a
more just and decent society . "
According to observation, the President implied
that , were it not for constitutional obstacles, his disposition would have been to recommend universal suffrage
for all over 18 , and from that commitment , there would
be no retreat .

The President declared, it was pointed

out, that from the streets of Selma to the slums of
Harlem , the struggle would go on until the American
cause triumphed . 27
According to statements concerning the nature of
clientele, it was reveal ed that a rural South in which
Negroes can vote and hold office and lift up their heads
as equals, will be a new and very much better south .
26
August Meier and Elliott Rudwick , ed . , The Making
of Black America, New York : The American Press , 1969 , pp .

354, 355 , 361 .
27The New York Times, March 21 , 1965 .

Bias of Ownership of this paper , The New York Times includes a newspaper
of record , (2) Liberal , W Thorough .
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Governor Wallace ' s decision not to shut down the capit al
may indicate that even he cannot cont i nue forever to run
28
from reality . He has reached the end of that road .
The following statements bring out The New York
Times ' conception of the climate of opinion at the time
of the incident .

Those thousands outside the capital

who chanted "Freedom , now 11 are still in the middle of
their journey .

I t was recorded that the pilgrimage had

transformed the normal landscape of the South and the
marchers had moved further toward their goal of freedom
than the mere miles from Selma to Montgomery would reflect .

11

The legal trickery which white Southerners used

to deprive Negroes of their right to vote had also brought
its own retribution in the form of a voting- rights bill
much more drastic than would have been seriously comtemplated a short year ago . 1129
Reflecting its public responsibility , The New York
Times stated that nroAmer ican has done more to subvert
states rights than Alabama ; racist Governor George C.
Wallace .

His demagogic support for officials in Selma

and other Alabama communities , who systematically suppress the rights guaranteed by the Fifteenth Amendment ,
was a major factor in necessitating the incursions on
traditional state responsibilities that will be made by
28
Ibid . , Nature of Clientele , (1) appeals to all
audience;""T2) Interested Arts and intellectual affairs,
(3) Appeals to academic Persons , (4) Referred to by other
American newspaper s .
29Ibid . , See footnote 26 supra .
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the new Federal bill .

When a great cause justifies it,

Mr. Johnson proved that he knew how to command as well as
conciliate.

Congress is still entirely free to debate the
bill and to modify it- and this is as it should be . 30
The important image of the maker of the incident is
revealed in this manner .

Outside the capitol, the Rev .

Dr . Martin Luther King could look out upon the marchers
and recall that it was in Montgomery ten years ego that
he led the boycott against segregated buses, the first
great success of the non- violent movement .

Seven years

ago he was arrested in the city hall on a trumped-up
charge of "loitering . "

Now , he had returned to Montgo-

mery as the leader of a movement that has grown stronger
with each passing year .

The awakening of the national

conscience and the quickening of Washington's legislative tempo were consida:red a tribute to the wisdom of the
Negro leadership .

The most respected of the leaders, it

was explained, had relied upon passive resistance to injustice , peaceful parades , sit- ins , kneel- ins, and upon
appeals to the courts . 31
The Christian Science Monitor , as The New York Times ,
reflects an image of the Selma to Montgomery march .

It

was considered that there was enormous strength in the
moral advantage the Selma marchers had seized .

Seeking

30
Ibid . , Public responsibility in this paper has
been developed by the New York Times to be (1) Model or
standard which other American papers are judged, (2) Primary responsibility is to the historian of fifty years
from now, and (3) Prime source of material .
31Ibid. , See footnote 26 supra .

- 43elemental human rights , they had met stupid and unnecessary violence by kneeling to pray .

The nation and freemen
everywhere , i t was revealed , prayed with them . 32
The nature of the clienteleis shown by following
these remarks :

11

It is hoped that the rate of progress

in carefully correcting injus tices will be sufficient to
permit civil rights leaders to maintain the course of nonviolence .

If they are able to follow the course of non-

violence , this will help them to keep the needed distinction
between the civil rights movement and the outbreaks of
looting and destruction which have swept some of our big
cities as a result of racial and social unrest . 33
The Christian Science Monitor ' s conception of climate
of opinion at the time of the incident is reflected in
these statements .

It was pointed out that just about the

only positive thing to be said about the shameful events
in Alabama was that they illustrated the superiority of
moral weapons over physical force , and that was a very
significant thing indeed .

According to the report the

spectacle of unarmed men and women subjected to unnece ssary violence was a national disgrace and the civil rights
marches had driven the point home by kneeling to pray . 3 4
32Christian Science Moni tor , March 15, 1965 , p . 14.
Bias ownershmp of this paper , The Christian Science
Monitor, includes (1) news presented in clear wholesome
manner , (2) no sensat i onalism , (3) no vice and crime .
33Ibid . , The nature of clientele of the Monitor includes (1) Good men and women inter ested in human betterment , moral and spir itual advancement .
34Ibid. , See footnote 26 supra .
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The Monitor revealed further its interpretation of
its public responsibility when it observed that something
even more crucial to free society than the immediate
issue of voting rights was involved when citizens were
denied the rights of free assembly and peaceful petition for redress of grivances .

The rights , it was ar-

gued , were fundamental to the survival of the American
system and the civil rights marchers had dramatized before a watching world an identification of their cause
with these rights . 35
The Monitor reflected the image in the public mind
when it stated that it is hoped that civil rights leaders , recognizing the tremendous moral advantage they had
won , would choose to stick to the techniques of non- violence . 36
The views of the St . Louis Post- Dispatch were reflected through the contention that it was evident and
obvious to all that there could be no right of any state
to nullify the Constitution of the Union to which it belonged , or to abrogate the Bill of Rights . 37
35Ibid ., Interpretation of media of its public responsibility in the Monitor includes (1) uphold human
rights and dignity and infusing a calm way , the best
of national journalism.
36Ibid . , See footnote 26 supra .
.
37The St . Louis Post- Dispatch , March 16 , 1965, p . 3c .
Bias of Ownership in the Post- Dispatch involves (1) intel lectual freedom ; (2) points the way to national solutions to human problems ; (3) detects bigotry ; (4) lashes
out at extremists ; (5) prods and agitates its readers into
grappling with important issues of the day ; (6) liberal;
\7) forceful and provocative editorials; (8) endeavors vo
expend reasonable discourse in the United States .

- 45t

The nature of clientele is depicted in statements
that were made in the St . Louis Post- Dispatch .

It was

explained that the Congress, no doubt , would support overwhelmingly the President ' s call for legislation to put an
end to the widespread disfranchisement of Negro citizens .
This time and in this case the issue of civil rights was
clear as a crystal .

There are no fuzzy edges as there

were and are on the problem of desegregation of the schools
and of public accommodations . 38
Statements reveal the St . Louis Post- Dispatch's conception of the climate of opinion .

It was pointed out that

because the basic issue was so clearcut , the human reaction of the American people to the outrage in Selma was
not sicklied over with any pale cast of intellectual doubt .
Selma was considered , not only an American tragedy , but
an American disgrace and a profound humiliation . 39
The interpretation of media and its public responsibility was shown in statements like these:

11

The State

of Alabama , as ruled by Governor Wallace , it was pointed
out , was in open defiance and contempt of the Constitution of the United States .

There was no possible doubt

that a very large part of the Negro citizens of Alabama
were deliberately denied the right to vote .
Unless Selma was expunged by a mighty national act
of repentance and reparation , how shall Americans look
38
Ibid . , The nature of clientele includes (1) Literate, (2;To the reasonable, (3) Liberal minded .
39Ibid . , See footnote 26 supra .
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. th e morning
. ?40
themselves in the face when they get up in
.
The image of the makers of the incident in the public
mind is seen in the following statement . "In Selma , with
the contrivance of the Governor and by the brutal actions
of the state troopers , American citizens have been denied
their Constitutional right to petition and protest against
the denial of the right to vote . 1141
In presenting the magazines at this time, attention
is focused on Time magazine .

Bias of ownership was re-

vealed in these statements.

"Despite great gains in the

past decade , the American Negro is still often denied the
most basic right of citizenship under constitutional government- the right to vote . 1142
.An example of the nature of clientele was revealed

in the statement , Selma is a city of 29 , 500 people- 14 , 400
whites , 15 ,100 Negroes .
1% Negroes .
place .

Its voting rolls were 99% white ,

In Selma , Negroes were supposed to know their

A Selma ordinance of 1852 declared that "any Negro

found upon the streets of the city smoking a cigar or pipe
or carrying a walking cane must be, on conviction, punished
with 39 lashes"- and the place had not changed much since .
The symbol of Selma is Sheriff James Clark , 43 , a bullyboy segregationist who led a club- swinging mounted posse of
40
rnterpretation of media of its public responsibility in the Dispatch includes (1) Arbitration of public
desputes , (2) Concern for liberty and equality , (3) Supports social legislation, (4) Protects constitutional
liberties of Bill of Rights .
41Ibid . , See footnote 26 supra .
4 2 Time, The Weekly Newsmagazine , March 19, 1965 .

- 47deputy volunteers , many of them Ku Klux Klansmen . 43
The climate of opinion at the time of the incident
was reflected in Time magazine when it was asserted that
the desires to dramatize the Negro ' s plight went hand in
hand with the more substantive drive to achieve equal
rights .

Selma seemed a natural assailed target to Martin

Luther King .

The city ' s civil rights record was awful .

There was Clark , the perfect public villian .

There, too ,

was Mayor Joe T . Smitherman , 35 , an erstwhile appliance
dealer , an all- out segregationist , and a close friend of
Alabama ' s racist Democratic Governor Wallace . 44
Interpretation of media of its public responsibility is stated in Time as follows:

"Amid the controversy

and chaos , it was easy to lose sight of the central point :
voting right , but that was what Selma , Alabama was all about . 1145
The image of the maker of the incident in the public
mind was shown in the remark that King zeroed in on Selma .
A magnetic leader and a spellbinding orator , he rounded up
hundreds of Negroes at a time , led them on marches to the
county courthouse to register to vote .

In seven weeks ,

43 Ibid . , The nature of clientele of Time is stated .
(1) It is prepared and directed to a hypothetical man who
is assumed to have no other source of information on
current events .
44
Ibid . , See footnote 26 supra.
4 5Ibid . , Interpretation of media of its public responsibility in regard to Time includes (1) Give orderly
and coherent account of the week ' s preceeding news , (2)
Provide reader with all the important news of the week
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Sheriff Clark jailed no fewer than 2 , 000 men , women, and
children , including King .

11

Selma 1 s Negroes had a martyr ,

and he cal led for march from Selma to the state capitol
at Montgomery .

King planned to lead the march himself ,

but at the last minute was persuaded by aides to stay at
his Atlanta headquarters for his safety ' s sake . 1146
Directing attention to Newsweek and its view toward
the march , one can see that bias of ownership is shown in
this manner .

In the city where the confederacy was born ,

the trickle of 300 who made the 54 mile walk from Selma
had swollen overnight to 25 , 000 .
a victory .

Their presence alone was

Up Delter Avenue , where an occupying Union

army marched a century ago , Federal troops marched againthis time convoying King ' s non- violent soldiery . 47 The
nature of clientele is interpreted in these statements .
His own strategists were surprised at the response to King ' s
call to the white clergy .

Overnight , some 400 ministers ,

priests , rabbis , and lay leaders streamed into town from
points as far as Cal ifornia- and they came to march .

King ' s

own followers and some of his own lieutenants were restive .
46Ibid . , See f ootnotes 26 supra .
47Time , A letter from the publisher, March 19 , 1965 ,
Newsweek , Vol . LXV , No . 14 , p . 23 . The bias of ownership
in Newsweek include (1) Unbiased , will give a clear and
honest account of happenings in government , science, international affair s and in all the significant movements of
the day .

- 4-9All night before the second attempt , he agonized between
the possibilities that blood might be spilled by troopers ,
8
if he marched and by angry Negroes , if he didn ' t . 4The climate of opinion at the time of the incident
was drawn from these statements .

"For weeks , Martin Luther

King had been escalating his Selma voter- registration campaign toward the state he ca l l ed "creative tension" the
setting for a paroxysm of segr egationist violence that can
shock the nati on to action .

Yet , for the apostles of the

movement , the march had become and end in itself , ex post
facto assertion of the right to demonstrate even after
ptime objective- the right to vote was virtually assured . 4-9
11

Interpretation of media of its public responsibility is revealed in the following remarks . "By the hard measure of
concessions won , King ' s marchers accomplished nothing at
all .

As a voting- r ights protest , the trip was scarcely

necessary .

King ' s legions had made their point in an

earlier attempt three weeks ago , when Wallace ' s state
troopers beat them back with bil lies and tear gas .

The

governor refused even to see a committee of the petitioners .

The long tough task that lay ahead , registering

Negroes once the doors were opened , was not the sort of
things that c ould be approached by protest parades ."50
48
Ibid ., p . 20 . The nature of clientele of Newsweek
is directed toward an educated publ i c .
49Newsweek , Vol . LXV , No . 12 , p . 18 , March 22 , 1965 .
See footnote 26 supr a .
50Newskeek, Vol . LXV , No . 14 , p . 24- , April 5, 1965 .
~nterpretati on of its public r esponsibility for Newsweeks
is that the magazi ne will report events in true perspective.

- 50Statements which were examples of the image of the makers
of the incident in the public mind were also depicted .
"Through it all ran the mystical presence of Martin Luther
King , a presence as real when he took a day and a half off
to keep a speaking date in Cleveland as when he marched et
the head of the column.

His line officers handled the de-

tails ; King instead , was a living icon to be displayed at
the head of the march , to reassure the marchers that they
were making history , to be introduced by apostle Abernathy
to the wayside group of Negroes as a latter- day Moses chosen by God to lead his people out of the wilderness . 1151
Statements made in the U. S . News and World Report reflect some characteristics of bias of owenership ..

It was

recognized that the police in the South were prejudiced .
But , it was asked, how can we explain the outbreaks in
cities like Chicago and New York .

Yet , it was recognized

that the handling of disorders and incidents that may
lead to violence was the duty of local police .

The race

question , it was asserted , would never be solved with a
policeman ' s club any more than by "sit- ins'; or other incitement to disorders and mob violence . 5 2
The climate of opinion and the nature of clientele
were arrived at from these statements .

"We pride ourselves

51 Ibid . , p . 25 . See footnote 26 supra .

52U. S . News & World Report , Vol . LVIII, No . 12 , March
22 , 1965 , p . 124. Bias of OIUlership for this magazine include (1) Specialized in economic new~ (2) Conservative ,
(3) Emphasis on original news reporting and social effects .

- 51on a belief in democracy on the exercise of a rule of rea~
son in our national life .

We have rejected mobocracy as

the manifestation of anger , of bitterness , and of unwillingness to let the rule of reason and the process of law
prevail .

The American people have been witnessing in re-

cent events in Alabama a failure to rely on the normal
functioning of a democracy . "53
The climate of opinion at the time of the incident is
reflected in the following statements .

"Demonstrations"

get publicity from coast to coast and are designed to mobilize public opinion behi nd worthy causes .

Cannot a right-

eous cause be successfully or persuasively espoused except by mobs in street "demonstrations" or by fanatics who
have carried their campaign of intimidation even to the inside of the White House , only to be dragged out by police
and arrested when they ignored requests to leave . 54
Interpretation of media of its public responsibility
is stated in the following manner .
the facts of life .

11

\ve are dealing with

Some of the "demonstrations" have turned

out to be a form of organized tragedy- a way of inflaming ,
rather than cooling passions .

If this is continued , the

end result can only be a retrogression , an emergence of
hate and bitterness on a wide scale , with the ultimate
53 Ibid . , The nature of clientele for this magazine
include (1 ) Businessmen , (2) Industry , (3) Finance, (4)
Government , (5) The professions .

54 Ibi d ., See footnote 26 supra .

- 52loss of the objective itself .
wrong way .

There is a right way and a

The rule o f

reason is the right way . ' Demonstration ~ provocative of violence , is the wrong way . 1155

The image of the makers of the incident in the public mind
is drawn from the following example .

"Unfortunately , the

"demonstrations " have been led by men who should know better .

The leaders have included, not merely protagonists

for meritorious causes , but clergymen who , while preaching
non- violence , have closed their eyes to the incitement of
violence which results from street "demonstrations" and ,
in some cases , from defiance of the law itself. 1156
Presenting Ebony and its views toward the march, attention is devoted to how bias of ownership was shown.

It

was stated that regardless of what may have happened along
the stretch of U. S . 80 from Selma to Montgomery in the
most important recent past , that stretch of road will down
in history as the route of the most important civil rights
march of modern times .

The longer the voter registration

drive continued in the South , the greater the chance t here
would be that Negro candidates , aualified candidates would
be in the race .

The voter registration drive is an organ-

ization that c an drag voters to the polls .

Working in a

civil rights organization gives a man the opportunity to
to travel ar ound to meet peopl e , to talk with them about

55 Ibid., Interpretation of media of its public responsibility for Newsweek is : emphasis on original news
reporting and social effects .
56 Ibid ., See footnote 26 supra .

- 53their trouble and share his with them . 57
The nature of the clientele is obtained from these
statements .

"To hold the demonstration that covered the

fifty miles from Selma to Montgomery and the additional
four miles from the city limits to the capitol , Negroes
led by Dr . Martin Luther King, Jr . , head of the Southern Leadership Conference , defied the full power of the
state of Alabama and its governor , George C. Wallace .
Like most Negroes in the South , the Negroes in the SelmaMontgomery area have learned that the desegregation of
public facilities is not enough to ride the front of the
bus and to stay in hotels such as the Jeff Davis .

A

person cannot consider himself a full citizen in a democracy until he has the right to vote . 58
The climate of opinion is drawn from these statements .

"A civil rights march that terminates in front

of the State Capitol in Montgomery , Alabama must, by the
very nature of its being , become a symbol of the entire
civil rights struggl e throughout the South . "

It was

further expressed by the remark, "Don ' t wake up , white
folks!

The Negro political leader might be able to do

a much better job than you have done .
certain , he surely can ' t do worse . 11 59

One thing is

57Ebony. Vol . 20 , No . 7 , (March , 1965) , p . 170 . Bias
of ownership includes for Ebony (1) Show achievements in
sociology , science, politics , education and business .
58Ibid . , Nature of clientele for Ebony includes (1)
Middle Class Begro , (2) Small percentage of white audience .
59Ibid . , See footnote 26 supra .

- 54Interpretation of media of its public responsibility is revealed in these statements .

"A march through

which Alabama Negroes figuratively said, 'White folks ,
wake up!

Times have changed .

The ' Civil War is over . '

White Southerners have known this for a long time , and
particularly in areas where Negroes out ~ umber whites .
They have directed the bulk of their intimidation against
Negroes who have tried to register to vote .

In some

counties , one gets the feeling that the white power
structure would endorse inter-marriage before it would
Negro voting . "60
The image of the makers of the incident in the public
mind is shown in these remarks.

"Working through the

federal courts, which , finally , enjoined the governor,
and the state from interfering , the determined Alabamians
started a third time, with the protection of a federal ized national guard , a regiment of regular military police ,
and an untold number of United States Marshalls, and men
from the Federal Bureau of Investigation , but the Negro
there knew something else .

They knew that uhrough or-

ganized protest , victories can be won .

They will never

forget that a decade ago in Montgomery , the Rev . Martin
Luther King , Jr . , led a boycott against the City Bus
Company that ended in victory . 1161

61 Ibi· d. ,

Int erpretation of media of its public
responsibility is: emphasis on original news reporting
and social effects.
61 Ibid . , See footnote 26 supra .

- 55SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This study entitled

11

Martin Luther King's Selma-to-

Montgomery March of I965 as Reflected in Selected National
Media 11 was develoned as a study in media credibility .
study sought to answer the following questions:

The

(1) What

is the effect of the nature of the media upon their validity as sources of historical documentation?
nature of media effect its validity?

(2) Does the

(3) Is validity ser-

iously effected by the climate of opinion at the time of
the incident; by the limitations on time in which the
evaluation must be made ; by the interpretation of the media
of its public responsibility; by the image of the makers of
the incident in public mind?
The study was projected to use all four major forms
of media , viz., newspapers , magazines , radio and television .

Since the latter two did not respond, the study

centers upon selected newspapers and magazines .

Histor-

ical research manuals were canvassed for their reaction
to the media .

Attitude toward and/or interpretation of

the Kihg march was collected from the ~edia .

The forms

of media in the study were characterized and that characterization applied was to their response to the King
March to determine the effect of the media based upon
the presentation of a historical event .
In evaluating the adequacy of newspapers for the
purposes of historical documentation it is evident that
newspapers are effected in some manner in the news they

- 56present.

The papers reflect this in the bias of ownership .

This bias is present in many forms either in its ideology
or its integrity in approach to the news .

In the three

newspapers that were evaluated in this study (Viz ., The
Christian Science Monitor , The New York Times, and The
St . Louis Post- Disnatch, the bias of ownership is slanted
in the direction of a basic integrity , which their organization and owner commitment favor and which assures a
degree of responsibility in the reporting of the news .
This is strengthened by the commitment of these national
newspapers to their clientele .

These organs were aimed

at the intelligent , the academic , the reasonable , the
moral , and such an audience would demand a higher order
of coverage that the more popular or sensational press
could afford or desire .
Time of production would be a serious factor in the
production of the average newspaper because the news must
be gathered and evaluated by persons without prospective
or expertise .

However, that is not the case with these

papers , because they are staffed to meet a public responsibility of rationality , interpretation , the defense of human
dignity , and , in the Times classic phase, "a responsibility
to the historians of fifty years from now ,."

This approach

gives them an elite status as historical documents .
The question of whether or not their judgment of the
public temper in 1965 is still valid in the five year perspective the historian now brings to the Selma march is

- 57fundamental in the scheme of evaluation of these papers as
valid historical documents.
The magazines involved in this study , though they have
longer time for the prespective which would seem to assure
a higher order of credibility than possible for the public
press , do not enjoy in the media circles the same prestige
as their daily rivals with national status .

The magazines

are liberal , conservative and militant in their bias of
ownership and tend to so divide along these lines in their
interpretation of the event .

The two liberal magazines,

Times and Newsweek sought to implicate Negro militancy in
the disorders resulting from demonstration , and while it
decryed police state methods, took a firm position for law
and order .
This division becomes crucial for purposes of interpretation when the nature of the clientele is considered .
The two liberal magazines seem to be aimed at a hypothetical segment of the reading public more in an attempt to
create an opinion rather than respond to one , and in this
context technique becomes more important than ideology .
The conservative ljournal is designed to reach a public
whose reactions and values are primarily conservative, and
thus , has more historical validity , because of its capacity to reflect .

The militant magazine, with both its

race and class thrust , enjoys a similar integrity .

This

would seem to indicate that it is better that a bias be aimed
at real people for historical pur~ose in a technique that

- 58reflects group values than for a journal to create opinion
for a hypothetical audience .
The very nature of the news journal commits it to a
candor that is reflected in all of the magazines in approach to their responsibility to the public .

Though there

was division as to the wisdom and the ultimate public effect of the "March , " the general feeling that voting rights
was the end of the power thrust implicit in the Negro
militancy so displayed has stood the test of time , and
thus , credibility for historical purposes is assured
here .
Like their competitors , the newspapers , the magazines
reflected accurately the outrage of a nation at the brutality and the cross flaunting of national ideals by
George Wallace and his Bully- boys .

The conservative maga-

zine was sure that there are better ways to mobilize public
opinion , but the others , regardless of ideology, revealed
the nation's conscience on the timing of the civil rights
thrust and the rightness of the Negro position against
racism .

All of the magazines prove to be safe guides on

the climate of opinion for the historian of the future .
Caught up in the emotionalism of the moment the magazines , unlike their daily competitors , may be said to have
slopped- over emotionally in their evaluation of the presence of Martin Luther King .

The conserv ative journal was

critical of the men leading the word as incitors ; but the
enthusiasm of the liberal and the militant for the r eligion

- 59mystical- folk hero was bound to suffer as time moved away ,
from the Novel Prize winning excitement , and the victories
of the techniques which became bound up in his movement .
Five years have brought agonizing reappraisals of the
image, and the thirst for heroes is shown to be a deceptive
guide to credibility when indulged by the media .
It was the assumption of this writer that there is
present in all forms of media some type of discrepancy
in the news they present and thus , are suspects for purposes of historical documentation .
a number of reasons .

This could be due to

The media could be eccentric and

effected by the bias of the ownership ; by the nature of
the clientele ; by the climate of opinion at the time of
the incident ; by the limitations on time in which the
evaluation of the incident must be made; by the interpretation of the media of its public responsibility; by the
image of the makers of the incident in the public mind .
Therefore , it is concluded that the media can be used as
sources of historical documentation , but they must be
subject to the test applicable to statements of other
kinds , with rather more than the usual amount of suspicion.
The press clearly felt the public pulse by approving the non-violent position ; by calling the excesses of
Wallace bully boys , and outrage, a tragedy , and a national disgrace; and by crediting the march as a responsibility
for a more strengent voting rights bills than would have

- 60-

been otherwise possible .

In the perspective of five years ,

the press judgment of that week has been sustained .
Not the least important test of the integrity of the
media is to be found in its capacity to present the image
of the maker of the incident in the public mind with responsibility and integrity .

Did the press correctly re-

veal the public ' s understanding of the civil rights movement and the position of Dr . Martin Luther King in it'l
The press involved in this study projected an image of
Dr . King and his mov ement in the following manner . They
accurately reflected the folk belief that King was a hard
worker and had been patient ~in the long road of his goals .
That he had suffered for the movement was well known , but
the feeling t hat he was worshiped , and respectable , that
his techniques were sound and peaceful, was an image that
was growing in the public mind .

Some how , this man is

seen as ambitious and as a mover of the nation ' s conscien~e and prod to national legislative action .

There

is nothing in the judgment of time that has served to
seri easly destroy this image .
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Dear Sir:
I em a gr aduate student at Prairie View A,& ~t. College, I am inte r es t ed
in the effec t of the media upon the "Public" image of an historical even t
and have chosen to write a Haeter 'e thesis that makes auch a t es t from
t he standpoint of the f ull r ange of media, viz,, Newspapers, ttsgazines,
Radio, and Television. I am no t engaged in a witch-hunt or sensational ism because I was involved in this study be fore t he cur r ent controve r sy.
I seek only to demons tra te that the medi a is furnishing f or the futur e
historical documents , and tha t this kind of documentation has to be understood in a ll of its dimensions, i,e, ideology, frame of r eference , client el, climate of opinion, etc,, if the historian i s to make the best use
of the information provided,
The t eat incident i s the Se l ma ~tsrch of 1965 l~d by Dr. Martin Luther King ,
Jr. What I would like to understand is the flavor and nature of the media
documentation of this event which occured March 21 through the 25, 1965 .
The span of the media will give me the oppo~tunity to compare image making
t echniques and asses the probable impact upon future understanding of the
event .
Thanking you in advance for any consideration you may find it possible to
give me in the way of both material and professional advice, and wishing
for you every personal and professional success, I remain
Respectfully yours,

Booker T. Johnson

1878

The S econd Oldest State Svpported
l 11stit1,tio11 for Hig~er L earning
In T exas
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July 7, 1 970

Mr. Booker T. Johnso n
The Department of Histor y
School of Arts and Sciences
Pra irie View Agricultural
and Me chanical College
Prairie View, Texas 77445
Dear Mr. Joh nson:
Julian Goodman h as asked me to thank you for your request
for assistance with your Master's thesis.
As you may imagine. we receive many similar requests for
r esearch assistance. Preparing the proper respons e entails extensive
time and the careful attention of some of our top executi ves, seriously
cutting into their other respons ibilities.
For this reason we have had to adopt a policy of denying such
requests. We trust you will understand the compelling reasons behind
this decision and extend our good wishes to you for the successful
completion of your thesis.
Very truly yours.

Harold Queen
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Mr. Booker T. Johnson
The Department of History
School of Arts nnd Jc iences
rra irie View, Texas 77445

DeAr Vr . Johnson:

rr .

Robert Wop-an, Vice President , Prorrams, bas pa s sed
on your letter requestinr information to mP . I am afraid
thiit the information I wou]d be 11ble t. o r ive you rel11tine
to radio coverflre of the •r inp: 1 arch TTould be rather superficial; that is , it would only br how often the story was
carried in NAC ' s r<'rular hourly radio newscasts and whether or not there was any special cover~re . It would be
impossible to have anyone here l nkc thP timP t o res~arch
the coverage any fur ther.

If the information which I have outli ned a bove would be
helpful, pl ease let me know and I will hRve it collrcted .
Any actual recordings of the covPrare would be costly and we
would have to bill you for the labor and materials involvPd.
ly,

RLK/jm

/
~
L.
Kimmel

- 67Cr-lom,1,1, l'Jrr,n,1c"•tlrQ Sysfr,m, Inc.

51 Wrst 52 Sltrrt
N'lw Yori,, Nrw Ynrl< 1001'!

,,,~, 1rs-<1n1

Dear Mr. J ohnson:
This is in acknowledgemr>nt of your rec~nt letters to Dr . $Lanton,
Mr . Mr>ade and Mr . Da.wson .

As I am sure you know, CBS News devoted extensive coverage to t he
1965 Selma March ln both rad.lo and television broadcasts. If
there a.re any specific questions you have with regard to this
coverage , we will be happy to try to answer them, although at this
j 1mcture it l1llcy" not be possible in every instance because of the
length of time since the events themselves . Mey- I suggest, too,
that you might find it useful to contact the Television Information
0ffic~, 52l4- West 57th Street , New York, New York 10019.
Sincerely,

~~

-....--,,

~~

Leonard Spinrad
Director
Corporate Information

Mr . Booker T. Johnson
The Department of History
School of Arts end Sciences
Prarie View, Texas
77445
July 10, 1970
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Dear Mr. Johnson:
Thank you for your recent letter, which has been r e~erred to this
office for reply.
While we appreciate your interest, I am sorry to have to tell you
that the material you request in connection with the writing of your
Master' s thesis is not available, and it is not feasible for us to
assign personnel to do the necessary research . To do so, I am sure
you understand, would impose an inordinate burden on the personnel
in t he various departments concerned.

Harry V. Coren
Executive &liter
Public Information

Mr. Booker T. Johnson
The Department of HISTORY
School of Arts and Sciences
Prairie View, Texas 77445

June 26, 1970
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June 26, J 970

Mr. Booker T . Johnson
Department of His tory
Prairie View A. & M. College
PrairieView, Texas 77445
Dear Mr. Johnson:
Your l etter to Leonard It. Goldenson, President of the Arnericc1n
Broadcasting Companies, Inc ., h as been passed on to ABC News for
a rep l y .

I am afraid that it is absolutely impossible for us to comp l y with
your request. Doing so would require do zen s of ma n hou rs of
research -- we would h ave to locate a ll film foolage a nd extant
radio tapes of our 1965 Se lma march coverage, screen them a nd listen
to them and then write you a report or digest.
We have neither the funds, personne l nor the time to engage in
such a research project.

I am sorry we are unable to aid you in your proj ect .
Since r e ly yours,

A

/--v ':,,1/-C -

~i';/ ~f

7-,

George Merlis
Director, Public Re l at ions
ABC News
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.July 10, 1970

?Ir . llnro ld Quc-<'n

Dirr.ctor of Co r por n te I nfoMotion
Nntionl\l nrol\clc'31'1tJn~ Co1i,rnny , I n c.
TI11rty rock~{Pll~r r1 -, ~n ,
p,.,., Yor k , Pc~ 101:k l fl020

,

H'J have your r rply to ottr rr<t u<•'1 t f o r in(o rm'\t t on o n t h 'l Sr l 'llA 1'1.rch o f
tt:u:tJn Luthf." r Kln1 of l 'nrch of l '.)65 . Th~r,. W" t'" ttto t ,.•~~n t'l in your r "f u,;111
tc, t'lupply ua \dth in!ornat1c-o t hnt dr --:"n ~trtt t "d ,.lthcr " Cc-t't t '> r nl c-",."
ln forlll'l tion nncl/ or a l ock of u1"J<' 1' F r :>""d inr of t he- lli cttoric,-1t proc ,,, , • Your
e t o t <'"l<'Tlt t hnt you did not hnvr th<' r,.r,.,.,ri'l~l t n i:Jr, t lt,:, i l'V""'t l r;n ti on tn
c,l>!Jllt'<l in lir.ht c f ti, ,. f eet t hrt Pl11 c l crlr cou l rJ P "' t ti ·,. ,icr t pt out of t 11,.
filr and r"chn11 f c'l lly c opy t t f or C'\lt: :,(>n,1n -, l . Pr C"rr tn1.11 l y woul,1 not n l l o·,
nny """ tn "'"le" "n 11hRt T I\Ct o f tb" iin1 Jv "t tA"t f n n t 'l t '" ll'"t"l' 11 1rn1I O "n1 l f.t
t o u-i . 1111<1 t thP '1 l Pt,:,r1,,n :f i, fn t~T'("ln t ,,,l jn 1., t rf' 1 11t,..rn r -- tntf n'1 )'t)H r l ,,cc•l
uron the "O'"l"l t 110<1 t h~ r 1r '1 11 fJ { t 11'{q t n t"t'Ttl" nf yn11r ti'IJ'l -t ,,.,.,ln ... 1 C'n l

pt'J'l1t1onn.
I think you our ht to ttnrl,,r~ t ttnd t hn t )''lU rrr 1m·o1""~ 1n II rr"C l"n o { j nurn-, 11r·n, nnd, ('I') rmc.h, UC'C''PI' e11rl('1• 1vl ·•1th t h~ r 11h l1(" • · t- r r r1lt". 1hl~ po111t f nn
will mnkP. y our ff l.Ni n pr1 m,. nout:c'". of h i otnr ten) intt"r,.1t "" t-1,r, i.npnr- t o f
r()\tr br:u,c-h of the nr-<lh l <'r-111 rri ~,,J1•, ttn<'"r"tt"od hy t h,- 1 '1~ Pnd rr<'f,--111 onn l
soc iol RC1<'nt1o t. Whr>th<'r or not your !:tlnn P ill he nrr,nc-ri to P"h lic o r p:ro! ci:1Rion,1l rcrutlny :fn 11w·h f\ ~rny nn t o r n l f. f'h t"n t h,. r <''lC'rtrc-h,. r N ••t ,~1vr <lr-pt;h
to our undarstendinR of the pan t ie e thfnp you mun t dcci~e po~ttival y . ,~
aTo sorry thnt you d :t.d not f"hoor1r t" ,v,oist u A 1n the atut.y or Mt>c11n c r C'il ilii.li ty which w:111 be Rrnon~ mnny thnt t hr future ,.,u l pro<111cf'; hut hope yru wll J
devqJope • policy of mooti ng such ronqu~a t in n r,orn crC'ntjvp rMnner.
C'ordi d l~ your:i,

rooker T. Johnson

BTJsejh
CCJ

PreAident o f

1-1,n.c.

